
The Worlds

■ First World: the capitalistic west.
■ Second World: the communistic east.  Much reduced 

today.
■ Third World: originally non-aligned but really means 

poor or developing states.
■ Fourth World: nations or peoples that exist largely 

within the bounds of third world states and who are 
defending themselves against territorial invasion and 
have desires for autonomy or independence.



Worlds 1-3



■ Nation: a community of self- identifying people who 
have a common culture and a historically common 
territory.  They see themselves as a people on the 
basis of common ancestry, history, society, 
institutions, ideology, language, territory, and often, 
religion.  A person is born into a particular nation.  
About 5,000 exist today

Nations and States in the Fourth 
World

■ State: a centralized political system within 
international legal boundaries recognized by other 
states.  It uses a civilian- military bureaucracy to 
establish one government and to enforce one set of 
institutions and laws.  191 states recognized by the 
UN.



Nations and States

{ 95%  of the 191 states in the world 
today are m ult inat ional (m ult iethnic)  
and assert  sovereignty over som e 
5,000 nat ions.

{ Nat ion states such as Portugal, 
I celand, or Senegal are rare.

{ 80%  of today’s (1993)  120 wars are 
between nat ions and states.



State versus Nation Terminology

State Terms and 
Categorizations

Fourth World Translations

peasants unarmed members of an unnamed nation

separatists a nation that never joined a state

rebels a large group of armed nation people

terrorists a small group of armed nation people

nation building state-building by nation destroying

political integration invasion

assimilation ethnocide

an ethnic group a state-occupied people and homeland

state economy systematic plunder of nations

national liberation colonialism by non-Europeans

national security state military occupation of nations



States, Geneva Conventions, and 
Treatment of Nation Peoples

{ Warfare between states is constrained by the 
Geneva Conventions which requires some of 
the following:

z Prisoners should not be tortured and should be 
reasonably cared for

z Civilians should not be harmed
z Biological and chemical weapons are illegal

{ Wars between states and nations are not 
subject to Geneva conventions, they are internal 
matters. This leads to human rights violations 
and genocide.



Recent and Current Nation Versus 
State Wars

■ Albanians versus Serbs in Kosovo
■ Hutu versus Tutsi in Rwanda
■ East Timor versus Indonesia (1975-2002)
■ Chechnya versus Russia (1994-)
■ Saharawi republic versus Morocco (1975-)
■ Kawthoolei versus Burma (1948-)



Kurdistan: 1 nation in 4 states



War Casualties
1993 wars State versus nation 97

State versus state 1

State versus insurgency 15

Nation versus nation 6

Nation versus insurgency 3

Total 122

Average duration of wars, 
1945-1993

State versus state 2.8 years

State versus nation 10.2 years

1993 refugees Nation and state refugees recognized by the UNHCR 18,000,000 estimated

Nation and state refugees not recognized by UNHCR 18,000,000 estimated

Total 36,000,000 (of which 
20,000,000 are from 

nations)

State-directed genocide 
against nation people, 1943-

1993

73,500,000 deaths (81% of all ethnocide)


